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6.0 MANAGEMENT INTERPRETATIONS

6.1 Tree Species Selection

6.1.1 Edatopic grids

Recommended tree species for all recognized site series are displayed on
edatopic grids. The grids are grouped by general sites (which includes the
typical sequence of dry, nutrient-poor to wet, nutrient-rich sites) and
special sites (which includes sites that reflect unique environmental
properties - "floodplain sites," "sites with strongly fluctuating water
table," and "shoreline and ocean spray sites"). An index of all tree species
selection grids is shown in Table 24.

Within each site series box, the first line of tree species symbols
(see Table 22 for explanation of symbols), shown in larger, boldface font,
are the general recommended species (Figure 11). These apply under
average conditions for a site series, without specific restrictions related to
site, climate, or pest hazard.  Unbracketed symbols represent "primary"
species, which are the major recommended species to manage for.
Symbols with square brackets represent "secondary" species, which have
lower preference than primary species. Secondary species should be used
more conservatively and should not dominate over primary species in a
stand. This is particularly true for Hw on fresh to moist, nutrient-rich sites.
Secondary species, however, are not limited to a minor stand component
only. Symbols in round brackets are "tertiary" species, which are managed
as a minor stand component (< 20-30%) or in limited areas.

The second line shown in smaller, lightface font are the
alternative recommended species. These have specific restrictions to
their application and may be used as alternatives to, or in addition to, the
general recommended species under certain conditions described in the
accompanying comments.  These are generally considered secondary
species because of their restrictions; however, they may form primary
species where indicated in the comments.

On the special-site grids, general recommended species are
shown in large, boldface font, and alternative species appear in small,
lightface font. Coniferous options are shown on the left side and
deciduous options are shown on the right.
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TABLE 22. Tree species codes

Symbol Common Name Scientific name

Act black cottonwood Populus balsamifera ssp.
trichocarpa

Ba amabilis fir Abies amabilis
Bg grand fir Abies grandis
Bl subalpine fir Abies lasiocarpa
Bp noble fir Abies procera
Cw western redcedar Thuja plicata
Dr red alder Alnus rubra
Fd Douglas-fir Pseudotsuga menziesii
Hm mountain hemlock Tsuga mertensiana
Hw western hemlock Tsuga heterophylla
Lw western larch Larix occidentalis
Pl lodgepole pine Pinus contorta
Pw western white pine Pinus monticola
Py ponderosa pine Pinus ponderosa
Se Engelmann spruce Picea engelmannii
Ss Sitka spruce Picea sitchensis
Sxs hybrid spruce Picea sitchensis x engelmannii
Yc yellow-cedar Chamaecyparis nootkatensis

General recommended species:      

Alternative recommended species:

CwBa[Hw]

Yc(Pw)

Primary Secondary

Tertiary

FIGURE 11. Explanation of symbols used for tree species selection
on edatopic grids.
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6.1.2. Accompanying comments

Comments on the recommended tree species appear on the facing page for
each edatopic grid. General comments describe features or conditions
broadly related to the biogeoclimatic unit. Specific comments describe
conditions when alternative recommended species are suitable and other
site series-specific information. Species introduced beyond their normal
range, such as western larch, noble fir, and Engelmann spruce, are
discussed in the comments but not shown on the grids because they should
be used conservatively. Specific comments are referenced by site series
number. Information presented on the grids is incomplete without the
accompanying comments.

It is critical that you always check the comments when you review
recommended tree species!

6.1.3. Suggested stand composition

The tree species recommendations represent suggested stand composition
to manage towards in maturing stands. Mixed-species stands are
recommended for most sites. Compared to single-species stands, mixed
stands of compatible species can:

• enhance stand yield through more complete use of the available
growing site and improved soil nutrition.

• improve stand reliability by reducing disease and insect hazards and
enhancing windfirmness.

• improve wood quality by encouraging natural branch pruning.

• enhance floristic and structural diversity and provide habitat for a
greater variety of animals.

The particular mixture used depends on the site, stand
objectives, and compatibility of the species options. For example, yield
may be improved in a mixture of less shade-tolerant Douglas-fir with
more shade-tolerant grand fir, or by including a component of redcedar or
red alder with Douglas-fir on a nutrient-poor site. Windfirmness is
enhanced in a mixed western hemlock - redcedar stand because redcedar
has a more extensive root system. Root disease impact can be reduced by
mixing a resistant species with a more susceptible species. Diversity of
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bird populations can be increased by including a deciduous component in
the stand.

On the grids, two or more recommended species are listed for
most site series. Two species represent the suggested composition of
mature stands to manage towards. If more than two species are
recommended, at least two of these are suggested for a stand's
composition. You should include the first species listed, plus one of the
others. See Table 23 for a list of suggested combinations of species. These
combinations are based on compatibility in shade tolerance, nutritional
requirements, and compositions observed in natural mature stands.

TABLE 23. Some recommended combinations of tree species for
mixed-species stands (combinations are repeated with species in
reverse order)

BaCw CwBa FdPw SeBa
BaHm CwBg HmBa SeBg
BaHw CwFd HmYc SeBl
BaSe CwHw HwBa SeCw
BaSs CwPl HwCw SeHw
BaYc CwPy HwSe SeYc
BgCw CwSe HwSs SsBa
BgFd CwSs PlBl SsCw
BgSe FdBg PlCw SsHw
BlFd FdBl PwFd YcBa
BlPl FdCw PyCw YcHm
BlSe YcSe

The following examples describe some stand composition options for
selected site series:

CWHvm1/HwBa - Blueberry (#01)
Hw Ba Cw (with minor Ss in northern portion)
Hw Ba (with minor Ss in northern portion)
Hw Cw (on nutrient-poor salal sites)
Fd Cw (on rapidly drained S-aspects in southern portion)
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CWHxm/HwFd - Kindbergia (#01)
Fd (Cw) (with minor Pw if blister rust controlled)
Hw (Cw) (in the wetter portion)
Fd (HwCw) (with minor Pw if blister rust controlled)
Hw (FdCw) (in the wetter portion)

CWHms1/HwBa - Step moss (#01)
Fd (Cw)
Se (Cw) (in upper elevations in eastern portion)
Hw Ba (Cw) (in higher elevations and fresh N-aspects)
(Bp) (as a minor in the above on nutrient-medium sites)

6.1.4. Application

The tree species selection guidelines provide species recommendations,
which are used with other information to develop pre-harvest silviculture
prescriptions. The recommended species presented in the guidelines do
not, in themselves, represent prescriptions.

To determine a tree species prescription:

1. Identify the site.

2. Review the tree species options in the grids and review the associated
comments. If the site is in a transitional area, check recommendations for
neighbouring site series or biogeoclimatic units.

3. Review management objectives regarding timber production goals and
other resource values.

4. Check local performance of the tree species options. Focus on factors
that may negatively affect establishment, productivity, and reliability,
such as disease, insects, nutritional limitations, snow, and frost.

5. Estimate the potential (species, density, vigour) of advance and post-
logging natural regeneration.

6. Evaluate the feasibility of establishing and maintaining the species
options given existing constraints.
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7. Determine the preferred/acceptable tree species composition and the
appropriate reproduction method.

6.1.5  Background information

Additional information on tree species selection can be found in the
following references. In particular, readers should review the section on
silvical characteristics of major tree species in Klinka et al. (1990).

Krajina, V.J., K. Klinka, and J. Worrall. 1982. Ecological characteristics
of trees and shrubs of British Columbia. University of British
Columbia Press, Vancouver, B.C.

Klinka, K. and M.C. Feller. 1984. Principles used in selecting tree species
for regeneration of forest sites in southwestern British Columbia. For.
Chron. 60: 77-85.

Klinka, K., M.C. Feller, R.N. Green, D.V. Meidinger, J. Pojar, and J.
Worrall. 1990. Ecological principles: applications. In D.P. Lavender,
et al. (editors). Regenerating British Columbia's forests. University
of British Columbia Press, Vancouver, B.C.

Silviculture Interpretations Working Group. 1993. Correlated guidelines
for tree species selection and stocking standards for the ecosystems
of British Columbia. B.C. Min. For. and For. Can., Victoria, B.C.
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6.1.6 Recommended tree species grids

TABLE 24. Index of recommended tree species grids

Grid
no.

Site category Biogeoclimatic unit

  1 General CDFmm
  2 General CWHdm
  3 General CWHds1
  4 General CWHds2
  5 General CWHmm1
  6 General CWHmm2
  7 General CWHms1
  8 General CWHms2
  9 General CWHvh1
10 General CWHvh2
11 General CWHvm1
12 General CWHvm2
13 General CWHwh1
14 General CWHwh2
15 General CWHws2
16 General CWHxm
17 General ESSFmw
18 General IDFww
19 General MHmm1
20 General MHmm2
21 General MHwh
22 Special - Floodplains CDFmm
23 Special - Floodplains CWHdm,CWHds1,CWHxm
24 Special - Floodplains CWHds2
25 Special - Floodplains CWHmm1
26 Special - Floodplains CWHms1,CWHms2
27 Special - Floodplains CWHwh1
28 Special - Floodplains CWHvh1,CWHvh2
29 Special - Floodplains CWHvm1
30 Special - Floodplains CWHws2
31 Special - Fluctuat water table CDFmm
32 Special - Fluctuat. water table CWHdm, CWHxm
33 Special - Shoreline/ocean spray CWHwh,CWHvh
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Comments:  Grid No. 1   CDFmm

GENERAL COMMENTS:

• high hazard for laminated root rot; moderate hazard for Armillaria root rot

• where recommended on the grid, Pl is an alternative to Fd on sites affected by
laminated root rot

SPECIFIC COMMENTS:

01 Pl is an alternative to Fd on nutrient very poor to poor sites; Bg is a suitable
minor species on nutrient-medium sites; Cw can function as non-crop (nurse)
species

02 marginal sites for timber production; Pl is an alternative to Fd on nutrient
very poor to poor sites

03 marginal sites for timber production; Pl is an alternative to Fd on the driest
sites

04 n/a

05 n/a

06 n/a

10 marginal sites for timber production; elevated microsites are preferred

11 elevated microsites are preferred



Soil nutrient regime 

Very 
Poor Poor Medium Rich Rich 

A B C D E 

VD 0 

VD 1 

MD 2 

MD 3 

MD 4 

SD 5 

F 6  

W 7  

See comments on facing page 
* See grid # 22  for site series 07 - 0 9  

* *  See grid # 31 for site series 1 2  - 14  

Site series 

01 Fd - Salal 05 CwFd - Kindbergia 

02 FdPl - Arbutus 06 CwBg - Foamflower 

03 Fd - Oniongrass 10 Pl - Sphagnum 

04 FdBg - Oregon grape 11 Cw - Skunk cabbage 

Very 
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Comments:  Grid No. 2   CWHdm

GENERAL COMMENTS:

• where recommended on the grid, Lw (on a trial basis) Cw, and Pw are
alternatives to Fd on sites affected by laminated root rot

• Lw is recommended on a trial basis as a minor species on dry sites

• high hazard for Sitka spruce weevil, white pine blister rust, and laminated root
rot; moderate hazard for Armillaria root rot

SPECIFIC COMMENTS:

01 Hw is an alternative to Fd in the wetter portion of the subzone; Pw is a
suitable minor species

02 marginal sites for timber production; Fd is an alternative to Pl

03 Lw is a suitable minor species; Cw can function as a non-crop (nurse) species

04 Lw or Pw are suitable minor species

05 Pw is a suitable minor species

06 Fd is a suitable minor species    except   on very moist / nutrient very poor to
poor sites

07 Act or Dr are alternative management options except on soils with strong
gleying in the upper 30 cm; Fd should be restricted to elevated microsites on
strongly gleyed soils

11 marginal sites for timber production; elevated microsites are preferred

12 Pw and Ss are suitable minor species; elevated microsites are preferred



V D  0 

M D  1 

M D  2 

SD 3 

F 4  

M 5  

V M  6 

W 7  

Site series 

01 Hw - Flat moss 

02 FdPl - Cladina 

03 FdHW - Salal 

04 Fd - Swordfern 

05 Cw - Swordfern 

Soil nutrient regime 

Very Very 
Poor Poor Medium Rich Rich 

A B C D E 

See comments on facing page 
* See grid # 28 for site series 08 - 10 

** See grid # 32 for site series 13 - 15 

06 HwCw - Deer fern 

07 Cw - Foamflower 

11 Pl - Sphagnum 

12 CwSs - Skunk cabbage 
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Comments:  Grid No. 3   CWHds1

GENERAL COMMENTS:

• Hw is, in general, a less desirable species

• Bp, Lw and Py are recommended on a trial basis in the eastern portion of the
variant

• Bg should only be applied south of 50oN latitude

• high hazard for white pine blister rust; moderate hazard for laminated root rot
and Armillaria root rot

SPECIFIC COMMENTS:

01 Lw and Pw are suitable minor species

02 marginal sites for timber production; Fd is an alternative to Pl

03 Pl and Py are alternatives to Fd on nutrient very poor and medium sites,
respectively; Cw can function as a non-crop (nurse) species

04 Lw, Py, and Pw are suitable minor species

05 Se is an alternative to Fd in the upper, eastern portion of the variant; Bp or
Pw are alternatives to Cw in the upper portion of the variant

06 Fd is an alternative to Hw    except   on very moist / nutrient very poor to poor
sites

07 Bp is an alternative to Bg in the upper portion of the variant; Fd should be
restricted to elevated microsites on strongly gleyed soils

11 marginal sites for timber production; elevated microsites are preferred

12 elevated microsites are preferred



Soil nutrient regime 

Very Very 
Poor Poor Medium Rich Rich 

A B C D E 

VD 0 

MD 1 

MD 2 

SD 3 

F 4  

M 5  

VM 6 

W 7  

See comments on facing page 

* See grid # 23 for site series 08 - 10 

Site series 

01 HwFd - Cat's-tail moss 06 Hw - Queen's cup 

02 FdPl - Kinnikinnick 07 CW - Devil's club 

03 FdHw - Falsebox 11 Pl - Sphagnum 

04 Fd - Fairybells 12 CwSs - Skunk cabbage 

05 Cw - Solomon's-seal 
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Comments:  Grid No. 4   CWHds2

GENERAL COMMENTS:

• Se may be more suitable than Ss in the eastern, upper portion of the variant

• high hazard for Sitka spruce weevil; moderate hazard for Armillaria root rot

SPECIFIC COMMENTS:

01 Hw is an alternative to Fd in the wetter portion of the variant

02 marginal sites for timber production

03 Pl is an alternative to Fd; Cw can function as a non-crop (nurse) species

04 Pl is an alternative to Fd

05 Ss is a suitable minor species except in the eastern, upper portion of the
variant where Se is more suitable

06 Fd is an alternative to Hw    except   on very moist / nutrient very poor to poor
sites

07 Ss is an alternative to Fd; Fd should be restricted to elevated microsites on
strongly gleyed soils

11 marginal sites for timber production; elevated microsites are preferred

12 elevated microsites are preferred



VD 0 

M D  1 

M D  2 

S D  3 

F 4 

M 5  

VM 6 

W 7 

Soil nutrient regime 

Poor Poor Medium Rich Rich 
Very 

A B C D E 

See comments on facing page 

* See grid # 2 4  for site series 08 - 10 

Site series 

01 HwFd - Cat's-tail moss 06 Hw - Queen's cup 

02 FdPl - Kinnikinnick 07 Cw - Devil's club 

03 FdHw - Falsebox 11 Pl - Sphagnum 

04 Fd - Fairybells 12 CwSs - Skunk cabbage 

06 Cw - Solomon's-seal 

Very 
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Comments:  Grid No. 5   CWHmm1

GENERAL COMMENTS:

• Lw is recommended on a trial basis as a minor species on dry sites

• high hazard for white pine blister rust

SPECIFIC COMMENTS:

01 Hw is an alternative to Fd on northerly aspects

02 marginal sites for timber production; Fd is an alternative to Pl

03 Lw is a suitable minor species

04 Pw and Lw are suitable minor species

05 Pw is a suitable minor species

06 n/a

07 Fd should be restricted to elevated microsites on strongly gleyed soils

11 marginal sites for timber production; elevated microsites are preferred

12 elevated microsites are preferred



Soil nutrient regime 

Very Very 
Poor Poor Medium Rich Rich 

A B C D E 

M D  0 

SD 1 

S D  2 

F 3  

F 4  

M 5  

VM 6 

W 7 

See comments on facing page 

* See  grid # 25 for site series 08 - 10 

Site series 

01 HwBa - Pipecleaner moss 06 HwBa - Deer fern 

02 FdHw - Salal 07 BaCw - Salmonberry 

03 HwCw - Salal 11 Pl - Sphagnum 

04 CwHw - Swordfern 12 CwSs - Skunk cabbage 

06 BaCw - Foamflower 
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Comments:  Grid No. 6   CWHmm2

GENERAL COMMENTS:

• Se, Bp and Lw are recommended on a trial basis

• Yc is an alternative to, or may be used with Cw throughout the variant, and
should replace it at upper elevational limits

• Cw is an alternative to Ba on nutrient-very poor to medium sites or on steep
slopes

• high hazard for white pine blister rust

SPECIFIC COMMENTS:

01 Fd is an alternative to Hw on steep, southerly aspects or where local climate
is warmer/drier than normal; Ba is more suitable on northerly aspects; Se is a
suitable minor species, particularly on southerly aspects; Yc is an alternative
to Cw

02 marginal sites for timber production; Fd is an alternative to Pl

03 Se is an alternative to Fd; Lw is a suitable minor species; Yc is an alternative
to Cw

04 Se is an alternative to Fd; Pw or Lw are suitable minor species; Yc is an
alternative to Cw

05 Fd is an alternative to Ba on steep southerly aspects; Bp is an alternative to
Ba; Yc is an alternative to Cw; Se or Pw are suitable minor species

06 Yc is an alternative to Cw

07 n/a

08 Hw is suitable on sites with thick forest floors (>20cm) or abundant decayed
wood, but should not form the leading species; Yc is an alternative to Cw; Fd
is a suitable minor species on steep southerly aspects

09 marginal sites for timber production; elevated microsites are preferred

10 Pw is a suitable minor species; elevated microsites are preferred



MD 0 

SD 1 

SD 2 

F 3  

F 4  

M 5  

VM 6 

W 7  

Soil nutrient regime 

Very 
Poor Poor Medium Rich Rich 

A B C D E 

See comments on facing page 

Site series 

01 HwBa - Pipecleaner moss 06 HwBa - Deer fern 

02 FdHw - Salal 07 CwYc- Goldthread 

03 HwCw - Salal 08 BaCw - Salmonberry 

04 CwHw - Swordfern 09 Pl - Sphagnum 

05 BaCw - Foamflower 10 CwSs - Skunk cabbage 

Very 
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Comments:  Grid No. 7   CWHms1

GENERAL COMMENTS:

• upper elevational ranges of the CWHms1 express "montane" effects of higher
snowfall, cooler temperatures, and shorter growing seasons. Stands are
dominated by Hw, Ba and Cw with a minor occurrence of Fd restricted to
drier sites and southerly aspects. Here, tree species recommended on the grid
should be modified to reflect a greater role of Hw and Ba on slightly dry to
very moist sites

• Hw and Yc are less desirable species in the eastern portion of the variant; Lw
is recommended on a trial basis as a minor species in the eastern portion of
the variant

• Bg may be used in the western portion of the variant, south of 50° N latitude;
Bp is recommended as a minor species on nutrient-medium to rich sites, south
of 50°N latitude

• high hazard for white pine blister rust; moderate hazard for Armillaria root rot

SPECIFIC COMMENTS:

01 Se is an alternative to Fd in the upper, eastern portion; Hw and Ba are
alternatives to Fd on fresh, northerly aspects and at higher elevations; Bp is a
suitable minor species on nutrient-medium sites

02 marginal sites for timber production; Fd is an alternative to Pl

03 Se is an alternative to Fd in the upper, eastern portion of the variant; Lw is a
suitable minor species

04 Se is an alternative to Fd in the upper, eastern portion; Ba and [Hw] are
alternatives to Fd at higher elevations and fresh, northerly aspects; Yc is an
alternative to Cw at upper elevations in the western portion of the variant; Bp,
Pw and Lw are suitable minor species

05 Ba is suitable at higher elevations and northerly aspects; Yc is an alternative
to Cw at upper elevations in the western portion

06 Se and Ba are alternatives to Fd at higher elevations; Bg is an alternative to
Cw at lower elevation in the western portion of the variant; Bp is a suitable
minor species; Yc is an alternative to Cw at upper elevations in the western
portion

10 marginal sites for timber production; elevated microsites are preferred

11 Yc is an alternative to Cw at higher elevations in the western portion of the
variant; Pw is a suitable minor species



Soil nutrient regime 

Very Very 
Poor Poor Medium Rich Rich 

A B C D E 

VD 0 

MD 1 

MD 2 

SD 3 

F 4  

M 5 

VM 6 

W 7 

See comments on facing page 

* See grid # 26 for site series 07 - 09 

Site series 

01 HwBa - Step moss 05 HwBa - Queen's cup 

02 FdPl - Kinnikinnick 06 BaCw - Devil's club 

03 FdHw - Falsebox 10 Pl - Sphagnum 

04 BaCw - Oak fern 11 CwSs - Skunk cabbage 
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Comments:  Grid No. 8   CWHms2

GENERAL COMMENTS:

• Se is an alternative to Ss in the eastern and upper limits of the variant

• high hazard for Sitka spruce weevil, except north of Dean Channel; moderate
hazard for Armillaria root rot

SPECIFIC COMMENTS:

01 Hw is an alternative to Fd on fresh sites, particularly on northerly aspects

02 marginal sites for timber production; Fd is an alternative to Pl

03 Pl is an alternative to Fd; Cw can function as a non-crop (nurse) species

04 Ba and Hw are alternatives to Fd at higher elevations and on fresh, northerly
aspects; Ss is a suitable minor species in the western portion of the variant; Se
is a suitable minor species at upper elevations in the eastern portion of the
variant

05 Ba is suitable at higher elevations and on northerly aspects

06 Ba is an alternative to Fd at higher elevations and on northerly aspects; Ss is a
suitable minor species in the western portion of the variant; Se is a suitable
minor species on upper elevation in the eastern portion of the variant

10 marginal sites for timber production; elevated microsites are preferred

11 elevated microsites are preferred



Soil nutrient regime 

Very Very 
Poor Poor Medium Rich Rich 

A B C D E 

VD 0 

MD 1 

M D  2 

SD 3 

F 4  

M 5  

VM 6 

W 7 

See comments on facing page 

* See grid # 26 for site series 07 - 09 

Site series 

01 HwBa -  Step moss 05 HwBa -  Queen's cup 

02 FdPl -  Kinnikinnick 06 BaCw - Devil's club 

03 FdHw -  Falsebox 10 Pl - Sphagnum 

04 BaCw -  Oak fern 11 CwSs - Skunk cabbage 
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Comments:  Grid No. 9   CWHvh1

GENERAL COMMENTS:

• in the portion of the variant, more or less limited to a narrow belt of lowlands
along the outer coast of Vancouver Island (approximately 1-5 km wide, and
reaching to 150 m in elevation), Ss can be used as a major species on fresh to
moist and nutrient-medium sites that are under the combined influence of
ocean spray and fog

• low to moderate hazard for Sitka spruce weevil

• the application of Fd should be restricted to well- to rapidly-drained soils on
steep southerly aspects, and based on local evidence of its natural occurrence
in the area

SPECIFIC COMMENTS:

01 Pl is suitable on nutrient-very poor to poor sites; Ba and Ss are suitable minor
species on nutrient-medium sites

02 marginal sites for timber production

03 n/a

04 steep slope sites; Cw is an alternative to Ss and should form at least a minor
stand component

05 Hw is suitable on sites with thick forest floors (>20 cm) or abundant decayed
wood, but should not form the leading species

06 Hw is suitable on sites with thick forest floors (>20 cm) or abundant decayed
wood, but should not form the leading species

07 Hw is suitable on sites with thick forest floors (>20 cm) or abundant decayed
wood, but should not form the leading species

11 elevated microsites are preferred

12 marginal sites for timber production; elevated microsites are preferred

13 elevated microsites are preferred



Soil nutrient regime 

Poor Poor Medium Rich Rich 
A B C D E 

SD 0 

SD 1  

F 2  

F 3  

M 4  

VM 5 

VW 6 

W 7 

~ 

See comments on facing page 
*  See grid # 28 for site series 08 - 10 

** See grid # 33 for site series 14 - 18 

Site series 

01 CwHw - Salal 06 CwSs - Foamflower 

02 PlYc - Rhacomitrium 07 CwSs - Devil's club 

03 CWYC - Salal 11 CwYc - Goldthread 

04 HwSs - Lanky moss 12 PlYc - Sphagnum 
(steep slopes) 

05 CwSs -  Swordfern 
(steep slopes) 

13 CwSs - Skunk cabbage 
153 

Very Very 
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Comments:  Grid No. 10   CWHvh2

GENERAL COMMENTS:

• Ba is a suitable primary species on the mainland coast only

• low hazard for Sitka spruce weevil

SPECIFIC COMMENTS:

01 Ba (mainland coast only) and Ss are suitable minor species on nutrient-
medium sites; Pl is a suitable minor species

02 marginal sites for timber production

03 n/a

04 steep slope sites; Ba is suitable on the mainland coast; Yc is a suitable minor
species

05 Ba is suitable on the mainland coast; Hw is suitable on sites with thick forest
floors (>20 cm) or abundant decayed wood, but should not form the leading
species

06 Ba is suitable on the mainland coast; Hw is suitable on sites with thick forest
floors (>20 cm) or abundant decayed wood, but should not form the leading
species

07 Ba is suitable on the mainland coast; Hw is suitable on sites with thick forest
floors (>20 cm) or abundant decayed wood, but should not form the leading
species

11 elevated microsites are preferred

12 bog woodlands; marginal sites for timber production

13 elevated microsites are preferred; Hw is a suitable minor species



Soil nutrient regime 

Very 
Poor Poor Medium Rich Rich 
A B C D E 

SD 0 

SD 1 

F 2  

F 3  

M 4  

VM 5 

VM 6 

W 7 

See comments on facing page 
* See grid # 28 for site series 08 - 10 

* *  See grid # 33 for site series 14 - 18 

Site series 

01 CwHw - Salal 06 CwSs - Foamflower 

02 PlYc - Rhacomitrium 07 CwSs - Devil's club 

03 CwYc - Salal 11 CwYc - Goldthread 

04 HwSs - Lanky moss 
(steep slopes) 

05 CwSs - Swordfern 
(steep slopes) 

12 PlYc - Sphagnum 

13 CwSs - Skunk cabbage 

Very 
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Comments:  Grid No. 11   CWHvm1

GENERAL COMMENTS:

• the application of Fd should be restricted to the southern part of the variant
(south of Brooks Peninsula and Seymour Inlet) and based on local evidence
of its natural occurrence in the area (generally restricted to well to rapidly
drained soils on steep southerly aspects)

• high hazard for Sitka spruce weevil, except north of Dean Channel

• Ss has wider application in the northern part of the variant

SPECIFIC COMMENTS:

01 Cw and Hw are the primary species on the nutrient very poor to poor salal
phase (01s); Ss is a suitable minor species on nutrient-medium sites,
particularly in the northern portion of the variant; Fd is an alternative to Hw
and Ba on well to rapidly drained soils on southerly aspects in the southern
portion of the variant

02 marginal sites for timber production; Fd is an alternative to Pl in the southern
portion of the variant

03 Fd is an alternative to Hw on steep southerly aspects in the southern portion
of the variant

04 Fd is an alternative to Hw on steep southerly aspects in the southern portion;
Ss is a suitable minor species, particularly in the northern portion of the
variant

05 Ss is an alternative to Hw where weevil hazard is low; Fd is an alternative to
Hw on well to rapidly drained soils on steep southerly aspects in the southern
portion of the variant

06 Cw and Hw are the primary species on the nutrient very poor to poor salal
phase (06s); Ss is a suitable minor species on nutrient-medium sites,
particularly in the northern portion of the variant;

07 Ss is suitable where weevil hazard is low; Hw is suitable on sites with thick
forest floors (>20 cm) or abundant decayed wood, but should not form the
leading species; Act or Dr are alternative management options except on soils
with strong gleying in the upper 30 cm

13 marginal sites for timber production; elevated microsites are preferred

14 elevated microsites are preferred



Soil nutrient regime 

Very 
Poor Poor Medium Rich Rich 

A B C D E 

MD 0 

SD 1 

SD 2 

F 3  

F 4  

M 5  

V M  6 

W 7 

See comments on facing page 

northern portion of variant; 12 rare in region 
* See grid # 29 for site series 09 - 11; 08 in 

Site series 

01 HwBa - Blueberry 

02 HwPl - Cladina 

03 HwCW - Salal 

04 CwHw - Swordfern 

05 BaCw - Foamflower 

06 HwBa - Deer fern 

07 BaCw - Salmonberry 

08 BaSs - Devil's club 

13 Pl - Sphagnum 

14 CwSs - Skunk cabbage 

Very 
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Comments:  Grid No. 12   CWHvm2

GENERAL COMMENTS:

• the application of Fd and Pw should be restricted to the southern portion
(south of Brooks Peninsula and Seymour Inlet) and based on local evidence
of their natural occurrence in the area (generally restricted to low elevations
on well to rapidly drained soils on steep southerly aspects)

• Ss has wider application in the northern part of the variant (north of Seymour
Inlet). Sitka spruce weevil hazard is moderate in the southern portion and low
in the northern portion of the variant

• Yc is an alternative to, or may be used with Cw throughout the variant, and
should replace it at upper elevational limits; Bp is recommended on a trial
basis as an alternative to Ba on nutrient-medium to rich sites, south of 50o N
latitude

SPECIFIC COMMENTS:

01 Ss is a suitable species on nutrient-medium sites, particularly in the northern
portion; Yc is an alternative to Cw

02 marginal sites for timber production; Fd is an alternative to Pl in the southern
portion; Yc is an alternative to Cw

03 Yc is an alternative to Cw; Fd is an alternative to Hw on steep southerly
aspects at lower elevations in the southern portion of the variant; Pw is a
suitable minor species in the southern portion

04 Yc is an alternative to Cw; Fd is an alternative to Hw on steep southerly
aspects at lower elevations in the southern portion of the variant; Pw is a
suitable minor species in the southern portion; Ss is a suitable minor species,
particularly in the northern portion

05 Yc is an alternative to Cw; Ss is an alternative to Ba, particularly in the
northern portion of the variant

06 Yc is an alternative to Cw; Ss is a suitable minor species on nut.-medium sites

07 Yc is an alternative to Cw; Ss is an alternative to Ba, particularly in the
northern portion; Hw is suitable on sites with thick forest floors (>20 cm) or
abundant decayed wood, but should not form the leading species

09 Hm is an alternative to Hw at upper elevations; Pl is a suitable 
minor species

10 marginal sites for timber production; elevated microsites are preferred

11 Ss is a suitable minor species, particularly in the northern portion; elevated
microsites are preferred



MD 0 

SD 1 

SD 2 

F 3  

F 4  

M 5  

VM 6 

W 7 

Soil nutrient regime 

Very 
Poor Poor Medium Rich Rich 

A B C D E 

See comments on facing page 

* 08 in the northern portion of t h e  variant 

Site series 

01 HwBa - Blueberry 

02 HwPl - Cladina 07 BaCw - Salmonberry 

06 HwBa - Deer fern 

03 HwCW - Salal 08 BaSs - Devil's club 

04 CwHw - Swordfern 09 CwYc - Goldthread 

05 BaCw - Foamflower 10 Pl - Sphagnum 

11 CwSs - Skunk cabbage 

V e r y  
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Comments:  Grid No. 13   CWHwh1

GENERAL COMMENTS:

• n/a

SPECIFIC COMMENTS:

01 Cw and Hw are the primary species on the nutrient-very poor to poor salal
phase (01s), or sites with thick forest floors and abundant decayed wood

02 n/a

03 Hw is suitable on sites with thick forest floors (>20 cm) or abundant decayed
wood, but should not form the leading species

04 Pl and Ss are suitable minor species on sites lacking salal

05 Hw is suitable on sites with thick forest floors (>20 cm) or abundant decayed
wood, but should not form the leading species

06 Hw is suitable on sites with thick forest floors (>20 cm) or abundant decayed
wood, but should not form the leading species; elevated microsites are
preferred

10 marginal sites for timber production; elevated microsites are preferred

11 bog woodland; Cw is a suitable minor species

12 elevated microsites are preferred



Soil nutrient regime 

Very Very 
Poor Poor Medium Rich Rich 

A B C D E 

SD 0 

SD 1 

SD 2 

F 3  

F 4  

M 5  

VM 6 

W 7 

See comments on facing page 
* See grid # 27 for site series 07 - 09 

**  See grid # 33 for site series 13 - 17 

Site series 

01 HwSs - Lanky moss 06 CwSs - Conocephalum 

02 CwSs - Salal 10 CwYc - Goldthread 

03 CwSs - Swordfern 11 PlYc - Sphagnum 

04 CwHw - Salal 12 CwSs - Skunk cabbage 

05 CwSs - Foamflower 
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Comments:  Grid No. 14   CWHwh2

GENERAL COMMENTS:

• Yc is an alternative to, or can be used with Cw throughout the variant

SPECIFIC COMMENTS:

01 Ss is suitable at lower elevations    except   on sites with thick forest floors
(>20 cm) or abundant decayed wood; Yc is an alternative to Cw

02 Yc is an alternative to Cw

03 Ss is suitable at lower elevations; Yc is an alternative to Cw

04 Ss is suitable on elevated microsites at lower elevations; Yc is an alternative
to Cw

05 marginal sites for timber production; Cw is a suitable minor species; elevated
microsites are preferred

06 Cw is a suitable minor species; elevated microsites are preferred



Soil nutrient regime 

Poor Poor Medium Rich Rich 
Very 

A B C D E 

SD 0 

SD 1 

SD 2 

F 3  

F 4  

M 5  

VM 6 

W 7 

See comments on facing page 

Site series 

01 HwSs - Lanky moss 04 CwSs - Conocephalum 

02 CwHw - Salal 05 CwYc - Goldthread 

03 CwSs - Foamflower 06 CwSs - Skunk cabbage 

Very 
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Comments:  Grid No. 15   CWHws2

GENERAL COMMENTS:

• Bl is an alternative to Ba on sites influenced by cold air outflow from glaciers

• the application of Fd should be based on local evidence of its occurrence

• Yc is an alternative to Cw, particularly in upper ranges of the subzone

• Hm can replace Hw at higher elevations

• high (lower elevations) to moderate (upper elevations) hazard for Ss weevil

SPECIFIC COMMENTS:

01 Sxs is an alternative to Hw on nutrient-medium sites; Bl is an alternative to
Ba on cold air outflow sites; Pl is a suitable minor species

02 marginal sites for timber production

03 Fd is an alternative to Hw at lower elevations on southerly aspects

04 Bl is an alternative to Ba on cold air outflow sites; Sxs is an alternative to Hw
where weevil hazard is low

05 Bl is an alternative to Ba on cold air outflow sites; Sxs is a suitable minor
species on nutrient medium sites

06 Bl is an alternative to Ba on cold air outflow sites; Hw is suitable on sites
with thick forest floors (>20 cm) or abundant decayed wood, but should not
form the leading species; Sxs is a suitable major species where weevil hazard
is low

10 marginal sites for timber production; elevated microsites are preferred

11 elevated microsites are preferred; Sxs is a suitable species where weevil
hazard is low



Soil nutrient regime 

Very Very 
Poor Poor Medium Rich Rich 

A B C D E 

VD 0 

MD 1 

MD 2 

SD 3 

F 4  

M 5  

VM 6 

W 7  

See comments on facing page 
* See grid # 30 for site series 07 - 09 

Site series 

01 HwBa - Bramble 05 HwBa - Queen's cup 

02 Pl - Kinnikinnick 

03 HwPl - Feathermoss 10 Pl - Sphagnum 

04 BaCw - Oak fern 11 CwSs - Skunk cabbage 

06 BaCw - Devil's club 
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Comments:  Grid No. 16   CWHxm

GENERAL COMMENTS:

• where recommended on the grid, Lw (on a trial basis), Cw and Pw are
alternatives to Fd on sites affected by laminated root rot

• Lw is recommended on a trial basis as a minor species on dry sites

• high hazard for Sitka spruce weevil, white pine blister rust, and laminated root
rot; moderate hazard for Armillaria root rot

SPECIFIC COMMENTS:

01 Hw is an alternative to Fd in the wetter portion of the subzone; Pw is a
suitable minor species

02 marginal sites for timber production; Fd is an alternative to Pl

03 Pl is an alternative to Fd on nutrient very poor to poor sites; Lw is a suitable
minor species; Cw can function as a non-crop (nurse) species

04 Lw or Pw are suitable minor species

05 Pw is a suitable minor species

06 Fd is an alternative to Hw in the eastern variant (CWHxm1); otherwise it is a
suitable minor species,    except   on very moist / nutrient very poor to poor sites

07 Act or Dr are alternative management options except on soils with strong
gleying in the upper 30 cm; Fd should be restricted to elevated microsites on
strongly gleyed soils

11 marginal sites for timber production; elevated microsites are preferred

12 Pw and Ss are suitable minor species; elevated microsites are preferred



Soil nutrient regime 
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See comments on facing page 
* See grid # 23 for site series 08 - 10 

* *  See grid # 32 for site series 13 - 15 

Site series 

01 HwFd - Kindbergia 06 HwCw - Deer fern 

02 FdPl - Cladina 07 Cw - Foamflower 

03 FdHw - Salal 11 Pl - Sphagnum 

04 Fd - Swordfern 12 CwSs - Skunk cabbage 

05 Cw - Swordfern 

Very 
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Comments:  Grid No. 17   ESSFmw

GENERAL COMMENTS:

• Ba is an alternative to Bl in the western portion of the subzone

• moderate hazard for Armillaria root rot

SPECIFIC COMMENTS:

01 Ba is an alternative to Bl in the western portion of the subzone; Pl is an
alternative to Bl on coarse-textured, slightly dry sites

02 marginal sites for timber production

03 Fd is an alternative to Pl on south-facing slopes at lower elevations; Se is an
alternative to Pl except on coarse-textured soils

04 Fd is an alternative to Pl on south-facing slopes at lower elevations; Bl is a
suitable minor species except on coarse-textured soils

05 Ba is an alternative to Bl in the western portion of the subzone; Pl is a suitable
minor species

06 Ba is an alternative to Bl in the western portion of the subzone; Pl is a suitable
minor species

07 Ba is an alternative to Bl in the western portion of the subzone; Pl is a suitable
minor species

08 Pl is a suitable minor species; elevated microsites are preferred



Soil nutrient regime 
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Poor Poor Medium Rich Rich 
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W 7  

See comments on facing page 

Site series 

01 BlBa - Rhododendron 05 BlBa - Azalea-Pipecleaner moss 

02 BlPl - Juniper-Rhacomitrium 06 Bl - Gooseberry-Valerian 

03 Fd -  Falsebox-Pinegrass 07 BlBa -  Oak fern-Lady fern 

04 Bl - Huckleberry-Falsebox 08 Bl - Gooseberry-Horsetail 
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Comments:  Grid No. 18   IDFww

GENERAL COMMENTS:

• Lw is recommended on a trial basis as a minor species south of 50° N latitude

• Bg is suitable only south of 50° N latitude

• high hazard for Sitka spruce weevil; moderate hazard for laminated root rot
and Armillaria root rot

SPECIFIC COMMENTS:

01 Pl is an alternative to Fd; Py is an alternative to Fd on nutrient medium sites
in the southern portion of the subzone (south of 51° N latitude); Lw is a
suitable minor species south of 50° N latitude; Cw can function as a non-crop
(nurse) species

02 marginal sites for timber production

03 Pl is an alternative to Fd; Py is an alternative to Fd on nutrient medium sites
in the southern portion of the subzone

04 Py is an alternative to Fd in the southern portion of the subzone; Lw is a
suitable minor species south of 50° N latitude

05 Ss is a suitable minor species in the northern portion of the subzone

06 Bg is suitable in the southern portion of the subzone; Ss is a suitable minor
species in the northern portion of the subzone

07 Ss is a suitable minor species in the northern portion of the subzone



Soil nutrient regime 

Very Very 
Poor Poor Medium Rich Rich 
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W 7  

See comments on facing page 

Site series 

01 FdCw - Hazelnut 05 CwFd - Vine maple 

02 FdPl - Peltigera 

03 Fd - Falsebox- 
Feathermoss 

06 Cw - Devil's club- 

07 CwSs - Skunk cabbage 

Lady fern 

04 Fd - Douglas maple- 
Fairybells 
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Comments:  Grid No. 19   MHmm1

GENERAL COMMENTS:

• Se is recommended as an alternative species on the leeward slopes of the
Vancouver Island Ranges

• Bp is recommended as a minor species on nutrient-medium to rich sites for
the lower elevational and southern portion of the variant (south of 500 N
latitude) on the Pacific Ranges and the leeward slopes of the Vancouver
Island Ranges

SPECIFIC COMMENTS:

01 Se is a suitable minor species; Bp is a suitable minor species on nutrient-
medium sites

02 marginal sites for timber production; Se is an alternative to Hm

03 Se and Bp are suitable minor species

04 n/a

05 n/a

06 elevated microsites are preferred

07 elevated microsites are preferred

08 marginal sites for timber production; elevated microsites are preferred

09 marginal sites for timber production; elevated microsites are preferred



Soil nutrient regime 

Very 
Poor Poor Medium Rich Rich 

A B C D E 
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SD 1 
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F 4  

M 5  
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See comments on facing page 

Site series 

01 HmBa - Blueberry 06 HmYc - Deer-cabbage 

02 HmBa - Mountain-heather 07 YcHm - Hellebore 

03 BaHm - Oak fern 08 HmYc - Sphagnum 

04 HmBa - Bramble 09 YcHm - Skunk cabbage 

05 BaHm - Twistedstalk 

Very 
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Comments:  Grid No. 20   MHmm2

GENERAL COMMENTS:

• Hm and Yc are less desirable species in the eastern portion of the variant

• Se is particularly suitable in the eastern portion of the variant

• Bp is recommended as a minor species on nutrient-medium to rich sites in the
lower elevational and southern portion of the variant (south of 50° N latitude)

SPECIFIC COMMENTS:

01 Yc is suitable in the western portion of the variant; Bp is a suitable minor
species on nutrient-medium sites

02 marginal sites for timber production; Yc is suitable in the western portion of
the variant

03 Bp is a suitable minor species; Yc is suitable in the western portion of the
variant

04 Yc is suitable in the western portion of the variant

05 Bp is a suitable minor  species; Yc is suitable in the western portion of the
variant

06 Yc is suitable in the western portion of the variant; elevated microsites are
preferred

07 Yc is suitable in the western portion of the variant; elevated microsites are
preferred

08 marginal sites for timber production; Yc is suitable in the western portion of
the variant; elevated microsites are preferred

09 marginal sites for timber production; elevated microsites are preferred; Yc is
suitable in the western portion of the variant



Soil nutrient regime 
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See comments on facing page 

Site series 
~~ 

01 HmBa - Blueberry 06 HmYc - Deer-cabbage 

02 HmBa - Mountain-heather 07 YcHm - Hellebore 

03 BaHm - Oak fern 08 HmYc - Sphagnum 

04 HmBa - Bramble 09 YcHm - Skunk cabbage 

05 BaHm - Twistedstalk 

Very 
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Comments:   MHwh   Grid No. 21

GENERAL COMMENTS:

• Cw is an alternative to, or can be used with, Yc at lower elevations
• Ba is a suitable primary species on the mainland coast only

SPECIFIC COMMENTS:

01 Ss and Hw are suitable at lower elevations; Ba is suitable on the mainland
coast only; Cw is an alternative to Yc at lower elevations

02 Cw is an alternative to Yc at lower elevations

03 Ss is suitable at lower elevations; Cw is an alternative to Yc at lower
elevations

04 Ba is suitable on the mainland coast only; Cw is an alternative to Yc at lower
elevations; Hw is suitable at lower elevations

05 Ba is suitable on the mainland coast only; Ss is suitable at lower elevations;
Cw is an alternative to Yc at lower elevations

06 Ba is suitable on the mainland coast only; Cw is an alternative to Yc at lower
elevations; elevated microsites preferred

07 Ba is suitable on the mainland coast only; Ss is suitable at lower elevations;
Cw is an alternative to Yc at lower elevations; elevated microsites preferred

08 marginal sites for timber production; Cw is an alternative to Yc at lower
elevations, elevated microsites are preferred

09 Ss is a suitable minor species at lower elevations; Cw is an alternative to Yc
at lower elevations; elevated microsites are preferred



Soil nutrient regime 
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See comments on facing page 

Site series 

01 HmSs - Blueberry 06 HmYc - Deer-cabbage 

02 HmYc - Mountain-heather 07 YcHm - Hellebore 

03 SsHm - Reedgrass 08 HmYc - Sphagnum 

04 HmYc -  Goldthread 09 YcHm -  Skunk cabbage 

05 YcHm -  Twistedstalk 

Very 
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Comments:  Floodplain sites   Grids No. 22 and 23

GENERAL COMMENTS:

Floodplain sites have high fisheries, wildlife, water, and aesthetic values - refer to
the appropriate guidelines for riparian ecosystem management.

•    high bench    sites are suited to the following options:

1. conifer management
2. hardwood management
3. mixed hardwood / conifer management

•     medium bench    sites are best suited to hardwood management because of the
high frequency of flooding, severe competition from deciduous trees and
shrubs, and the restriction of conifers to elevated microsites. It may be
possible to manage for conifers if elevated microsites occupy a sufficiently
large portion of the area.

•   low bench    sites should generally not be disturbed

SPECIFIC COMMENTS:

Grids No.22-23: high hazard for Ss weevil; Bg should only be applied south of 50°

N latitude in the CWHds1; hardwood management not recommended on high
bench sites with very coarse textured soils (>70% coarse fragment content)



SPECIAL SITES 

FLOODPLAINS 

Grid No. 22 - 23 

Grid No. 22  

CDFmm 

High Bench 

Medium Bench 

Low Bench 

High Bench 

Medium Bench 

Low Bench 

07 
FdBgCw Act 

08 
BgCw Act or Dr 

09 
Act 

Medium to very rich soil nutrient regime 

See comments on facing page 

Grid No. 23 

CWHdm, CWHds1, CWHxm 

08 
BgCw Act or Dr 

09 
BgCw Act or [Dr] 

10 
Act 

Medium to very rich soil nutrient regime 

See comments on facing page 

Site series 

CDFmm CWHxm, CWHdm, CWHds1 

07 Cw - Snowberry 08 Ss - Salmonberry 

08 Act - Red-osier dogwood 09 Act - Red-osier dogwood 

09 Act - Willow 10 Act - Willow 
179 
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Comments:  Floodplain sites   Grids No. 24 and 25

GENERAL COMMENTS:

Floodplain sites have high fisheries, wildlife, water, and aesthetic values - refer to
the appropriate guidelines for riparian ecosystem management.

•    high bench    sites are suited to the following options:

1. conifer management
2. hardwood management
3. mixed hardwood / conifer management

•     medium bench    sites are best suited to hardwood management because of the
high frequency of flooding, severe competition from deciduous trees and
shrubs, and the restriction of conifers to elevated microsites. It may be
possible to manage for conifers if elevated microsites occupy a sufficiently
large portion of the area.

•   low bench    sites are marginally productive

SPECIFIC COMMENTS:

Grids No.24-25: high hazard for Ss weevil; hardwood management not
recommended on high bench sites with very coarse textured soils (>70% coarse
fragment content)



SPECIAL SITES 

FLOODPLAINS 

Grid No. 24 - 25 

Grid No. 24 

CWHds2 

High Bench 

Medium Bench 

Low Bench 

High Bench 

Medium Bench 

Low Bench 

08 
Cw(Ss) Act or Dr 

09 
Cw(Ss) Act or [Dr] 

10 
Act 

Medium to very rich soil nutrient regime 

See comments on facing page 

Grid No. 26  

CWHmm1 

08 
CwBa Act or Dr 

09 
CwBa Act or [Dr] 

10 
Act 

Medium to very rich soil nutrient regime 

See comments on facing page 

Site series 

CWHds2, CWHmm1 

08 Ss - Salmonberry 

09 Act - Red-osier dogwood 

10 Act - Willow 

181 
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Comments:  Floodplain sites   Grids No. 26 and 27

Floodplain sites have high fisheries, wildlife, water, and aesthetic values - refer to
the appropriate guidelines for riparian ecosystem management.

GENERAL COMMENTS:

•    high bench    sites are suited to the following options:

1. conifer management
2. hardwood management
3. mixed hardwood / conifer management

•     medium bench    sites are best suited to hardwood management because of the
high frequency of flooding, severe competition from deciduous trees and
shrubs, and restriction of conifers to elevated microsites. It may be possible to
manage for conifers if elevated microsites occupy a sufficiently large portion
of the area.

•   low bench    sites are marginally productive

SPECIFIC COMMENTS:

Grid No.26: high hazard for Ss weevil; Se is generally more suitable in the eastern
portion of the variant; Ss can replace Se in the western portion of the CWHms2;
hardwood management not recommended on high bench sites with very coarse
textured soils (>70% coarse fragment content)

Grid No.27: hardwood management not recommended on high bench sites with
very coarse textured soils (>70% coarse fragment content)



SPECIAL SITES 

FLOODPLAINS 

Grid No. 26 - 27 

Grid No. 26 

CWHms1, CWHms2 

High Bench 

Medium Bench 

Low Bench 

High Bench 

Medium Bench 

Low Bench 

07 
CwBa(Se) Act or Dr 

08 
CwBa Act or [Dr] 

09 
Act 

Medium to very rich soil nutrient regime 

See comments on facing  page 

Grid No. 27 

CWHwh1 

07 
SsCw(Hw) Dr 

08 
SsCw Dr 

09 
Dr 

Medium to very rich soil nutrient regime 

See comments on facing page 

Site series 

CWHms1, CWHms2 CWHwh1 

07 Ss - Salmonberry 07 Ss - Lily-of-the-valley 

08 Act - Red-osier dogwood 08 Ss - Trisetum 

09 Act - Willow 09 Dr - Lily-of-the-valley 

183 
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Comments:  Floodplain sites   Grids No. 28 and 29

GENERAL COMMENTS:

Floodplain sites have high fisheries, wildlife, water, and aesthetic values - refer to
the appropriate guidelines for riparian ecosystem management.

•    high bench    sites are suited to the following options:

1. conifer management
2. hardwood management
3. mixed hardwood / conifer management

•     medium bench    sites are best suited to hardwood management, because of the
high frequency of flooding, severe competition from deciduous trees and
shrubs, and restriction of conifers to elevated microsites. It may be possible to
manage for conifers if elevated microsites occupy a sufficiently large portion
of the area.

•   low bench    sites are marginally productive

SPECIFIC COMMENTS:

Grid No.28: Hw is a suitable minor species on high and medium bench sites; Ba is
not suitable in the Queen Charlotte Island portion of the CWHvh2; low (CWHvh2)
or low to moderate (CWHvh1) hazard for Ss weevil; hardwood management not
recommended on high bench sites with very coarse textured soils (> 70% coarse
fragment content)

Grid No.29: Hw is a suitable minor species on high bench sites; Act is not suitable
near the outer coast; high hazard for Ss weevil, except north of Dean Channel;
hardwood management not recommended on high bench sites with very coarse
textured soils (>70% coarse fragment content)



SPECIAL SITES 

FLOODPLAINS 

Grid No. 28 - 29 

Grid No. 28 

CWHvh1, CWHvh2 

High Bench 

Medium Bench 

Low Bench 

High Bench 

Medium Bench 

Low Bench 

08 
SsCw[Ba] Dr 

09 
SsCwBa Dr 

10 
Dr 

Medium to very rich soil nutrient regime 

See comments on facing page 

Grid No. 29 

CWHvm1 

09 
CwBa(Ss) Act or Dr 

10 
CwBa(Ss) Act or [Dr] 

11 
Act 

Medium to very rich soil nutrient regime 

See comments on facing page 

Site series 

CWHvh1, CWHvh2 CWHvm1 

08 SS - Lily-of-the-valley 09 Ss - Salmonberry 

09 Ss -Trisetum 10 Act - Red-osier dogwood 

10 Dr - Lily-of-the-valley 11 Act - Willow 
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Comments:  Floodplain sites   Grid No. 30

GENERAL COMMENTS:

Floodplain sites have high fisheries, wildlife, water, and aesthetic values - refer to
the appropriate guidelines for riparian ecosystem management.

•    high bench    sites are suited to the following options:

1. conifer management
2. hardwood management
3. mixed hardwood / conifer management

•     medium bench    sites are best suited to hardwood management, because of the
high frequency of flooding, severe competition from deciduous trees and
shrubs, and restriction of conifers to elevated microsites. It may be possible to
manage for conifers if elevated microsites occupy a sufficiently large portion
of the area.

•   low bench    sites are marginally productive

SPECIFIC COMMENTS:

Grid No.30: Bl is an alternative to Ba on sites influenced by cold air outflow from
glaciers; high (lower elevation) to moderate (upper elevation) hazard for Ss weevil;
hardwood management not recommended on high bench sites with very coarse
textured soils (>70% coarse fragment content); Hw is a suitable minor species on
high bench sites



SPECIAL SITES 

FLOODPLAINS 

Grid No. 30 

Grid No. 30 

CWHws2 

High Bench 

Medium Bench 

Low Bench 

07 
CwBa[Sxs] Act or Dr 

08 
CwBaSxs* Act or [Dr] 

09 
Act 

Medium to very rich soil nutrient regime 

See comments on facing page 

Site series 

CWHws2 

07 Ss - Salmonberry 

08 Act - Red-osier dogwood 

09 Act - Willow 

187 
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Comments: Sites with strongly fluctuating
watertables   Grids No. 31 and 32

GENERAL COMMENTS:

• these sites are suited to the following options:

1. conifer management
2. hardwood management
3. mixed hardwood / conifer management

• because of high winter watertables, conifers should be established on elevated
microsites as much as possible. This is particularly important for Fd

• Act productivity exceeds Dr on sites with moist or very moist summer soil
moisture regime

SPECIFIC COMMENTS:

Grid No. 31: Fd should be restricted to elevated microsites in site series 13

Grid No. 32: Fd should be restricted to elevated microsites in site series 13



SPECIAL SITES 

SITES W I T H  STRONGLY 

FLUCTUATING WATER TABLES 

Grid No.  31 - 32 

Grid No. 31 
Relative Winter 

SMR SMR CDFmm 
Summer 

SMR 

5f VM 

6f W 

7f Vw 

12 
FdBgCw Act 

13 
BgCw[Fd] Act or Dr 

14 
Cw[Bg] Act or [Dr] 

SD 

F 

M 

Medium to very rich soil nutrient regime 

See comments on facing page 

Grid No. 32 
Relative Winter Summer 

SMR SMR CWHdm, CWHxm SMR 

5f VM 

6f W 

7f VW 

13 
BgCw[Fdl Act or Dr 

BgCw Act or [Dr] 

15 
Cw Act or (Dr) 

F 

M 

VM 

Medium to very rich soil nutrient regime 

See comments on facing page 

Site series 

CDFmm CWHdm, CWHxm 

12 Cw - Vanilla-leaf 13 Cw - Salmonberry 

13 Cw - Indian-plum 14 Cw - Black twinberry 

14 Cw - Slough sedge 15 Cw - Slough sedge 
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Comments:  Shoreline/oceanspray sites   Grid No. 33

GENERAL COMMENTS:

• these sites are strongly influenced by blowing ocean spray because of their
proximity to coastlines. Ss is the recommended major species on all sites
because of its ability to tolerate high levels of salt introduced by ocean spray

• these sites are restricted in occurrence, being confined to a narrow fringe of
forested coastline running along the outer coast of Vancouver Island, the
central mainland, and the Queen Charlotte Islands



SPECIAL SITES 

SHORELINE / OCEAN SPRAY SITES 

Grid No. 33 CWHwh, CWHvh 

SD 

F 

SD-F 

M 

W 

13/14 
Ss(CwHwPl) 

14/15 
Ss(CwHw) 

Rocky 

headland 

Old 

Beachplain 

Very poor to medium soil nutrient regime 

15/16 
Ss(CwHwPl) 

16/17 
Ss[CwHw] 

17/18 
Ss  

Rocky 

headland 

Marine 

terrace/scarp 

Fluctuating 
brackish 
water 

Rich to very rich soil nutrient regime 
a - site series number for CWHwh 
b - site series number for CWHvh 

Site series 

CWHwh CWHvh 

13 14 Ss - Salal 

14 15 Ss - Kindbergia 

16 16 Ss - Reedgrass 

16 17 Ss - Swordfern 

17 18 Ss - Slough sedge 
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